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Abstract: Virtual reality (VR) technology has been increasingly employed in human-robot interaction 
(HRI) research to enhance the immersion and realism of the interaction. However, the integration of 
VR into HRI also introduces new challenges, such as latency, mismatch between virtual and real 
environments and potential adverse effects on human users. Despite these challenges, the use of VR 
in HRI has the potential to provide numerous benefits, including improved communication, increased 
safety and enhanced training and education. Yet, little research has been done by scholars to review 
the state of the art of VR applications in human-robot interaction. To bridge the gap, this paper provides 
an overview of the challenges and benefits of using VR in HRI, as well as current research in the field 
and future directions for development. It has been found that robots are getting more personalized, 
interactive and engaging than ever; and with the popularization of virtual reality innovations, we might 
be able to foresee the wide adoption of VR in controlling robots to fulfill various tasks of hospitals, 
schools and factories. Still, there are several challenges, such as the need for more advanced VR 
technologies to provide more realistic and immersive experiences, the development of more human-
like robot models to improve social interactions and the need for better methods of evaluating the 
effectiveness of VR in human-robot interaction. 
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1. Introduction  

Virtual reality (VR) can help human-robot interaction (HRI) by providing a tool for successfully 
iterating across robot concepts. Moreover, virtual reality (VR) has been utilized in various human-
robot cooperative and agreeable modern applications to facilitate human-robot interaction. VR 
headsets, such as the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive, allow users to see and interact with virtual 
representations of robots in real time, as if they were physically present in the same room. This can 
make it easier for humans to understand and control the movements and actions of robots, as well as 
provide visual feedback to the robot about its environment. Furthermore, VR also allows for remote 
collaboration, where multiple users can interact with a robot from different locations. By providing a 
shared virtual environment, VR can enable humans to work together more effectively with robots, 
whether they are located in the same room or in different parts of the world. Overall, VR has the 
potential to greatly enhance human-robot interaction by providing a more immersive and intuitive 
interface for controlling and communicating with robots. It can also facilitate remote collaboration and 
enable simulation-based testing, making it a valuable tool for a wide range of applications in industry, 
healthcare and research. 

This paper serves as a general review of the latest progress of VR applications in HRI and 
summarizes how VR facilitates HRI by investigating dozens of recent papers in this field. The 
inclusion criteria were the following: (i) publications indexed in the Web of Science, Scopus and 
ProQuest databases; (ii) publication dates between 1994 and 2022 (mostly in 2022); (iii) written in 
English; (iv) being a review paper or an innovative empirical study; and (v) certain search terms 
covered. (i) Editorial materials, (ii) conference proceedings and (iii) books were removed from the research.  

The manuscript is structured as follows. Section 1 serves as a brief introduction of the research, 
including the research areas covered and methodology employed. The second part of the article is an 
overall introduction to HRI in terms of its definition, application and development. Four application 
areas for HRI are introduced in this section: the control of robots to perform routine and nonroutine 
tasks, the control of robots to perform unusual jobs in dangerous or inaccessible settings, the concept 
of autonomous vehicles and human-robot social interaction. Also in this part, a detailed introduction 
to VR is given, which covers its definition, background and latest applications in reality. Section 3 is 
a detailed introduction to the latest application areas of virtual reality, including virtual reality aided 
design (VRAD), VR goggles, driving simulation, medicine, education and virtual machining. Section 
4 presents an overview of the development of VR in HRI in recent years, summarizes the benefits and 
costs and also predicts the future direction in this field. Specifically, four popular topics have been 
traced, namely, robot-assisted surgery, COVID-19, education and training and smart manufacturing. 
Sections 5 and 6 serve as the discussion part and conclusion, respectively, where the major findings of 
the research are discussed. 

2. Terminology for immersive virtual reality application in human-robot interaction 

Virtual reality has lately become a prominent topic in human-robot interaction, with numerous 
VR innovations, such as virtual assistive robot, welding robot, and SIGVerse, as shown in Figure 1; 
and the key technologies of virtual reality and human-robot interaction involved are shown in Figures 2 
and 3, respectively. This section mainly introduces the concept of human-robot introduction and virtual 
reality, and their application areas will also be covered. 
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Figure 1. Latest applications of virtual reality in human-robot interaction [1–6]. 

 

Figure 2. Core technologies employed in human-robot interaction. 
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2.1. Human-robot interaction 

2.1.1. Technologies involved in human-robot interaction 

Human-robot interaction (HRI) is a relatively new topic that has gained prominence recently as a 
result of the increasing availability of complex robots and people’s exposure to such robots in their 
ordinary routine. By definition, human-robot interaction is the interaction between people and robots. 
As a multidisciplinary area, it incorporates aspects of human-computer interaction, artificial 
intelligence, robotics, natural-language comprehension, design and psychology.  

As a multidisciplinary field, HRI involves various technologies, such as artificial intelligence, 
computer vision, natural language processing and haptics. AI enables robots to perform tasks 
autonomously and make decisions based on data inputs. Computer vision allows robots to perceive 
and interpret the visual environment, while natural language processing enables them to understand 
and respond to human speech. Haptics technology allows robots to provide tactile feedback to humans, 
allowing for a more immersive and realistic interaction experience. Additionally, machine learning and 
deep learning algorithms are also commonly used in HRI to improve the robot’s ability to adapt to and 
learn from its interactions with humans. Figure 3 depicts the key technologies used in human-robot 
interaction, including artificial intelligence, the internet of things, cloud computing and sensors. 

 

Figure 3. Key technologies used in human-robot interaction [7,8]. 
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2.1.2. Application areas for human-robot interaction 

There are essentially four application areas for HRI [9]: 
1). Robots under human supervision performing mundane jobs. These involve handling parts on 

production assembly lines, as well as delivering goods, parts, mail and medications to offices, clinics 
and warehouses. These devices, known as telerobots, can execute a specific set of tasks automatically 
based on a software application. They are also able to sense their surroundings and their own combined 
positions and convey this information back to a human who updates the software program as necessary. 

2). Vehicles in space, the air, the ground and the sea may all be controlled remotely to perform 
unusual jobs in dangerous or inaccessible settings. Such gadgets are known as teleoperators if they 
operate and move items in a remote physical environment in response to ongoing control motions 
performed by the faraway person. If a computer is routinely reprogrammed by a manager to complete 
certain tasks, the device is a telerobot. 

3). Automated vehicles, such as commercial airplanes and automated rail and road vehicles, that 
carry passengers. 

4). Human-robot social interaction, including robots that entertain, educate, soothe and help the 
elderly, autistic people and people with disabilities. 

Based on the above categorization, we know that human-robot interaction spans a wide range of 
topics, with a significant portion focusing on assistive mechanical technology, robot-assisted search 
and rescue, space exploration and other areas, and it has been widely studied by researchers. For 
instance, Harbers et al. assessed and analyzed key values as well as value tensions of the stakeholders 
of search and rescue robots in [10]. Akgun et al. conducted 3 studies to find the advantages of using 
sentiments as the modality of interaction for search and rescue robots in [11]. Qian et al. developed a 
reconfigurable rotary series elastic actuator with nonlinear stiffness for the assistive robot in [12]. In [13], 
Getson and Nejat suggested a human-robot interaction research using an automated multi-task social 
robot for non-contact screening in nursing homes. Wang et al. offered a spherical robot featuring 
flexible motion as well as great environmental adaptability in [14]. A methodology for creating a 
hybrid stochastic optimizer for multi-robot space travel was presented by Gul and colleagues in [15]. 
Liu discussed the design concerns and development of the assistive robot arm for neuromuscular 
condition patients receiving rehabilitation treatment in [16]. In [17], Shveda et al. developed an energy 
harvesting device that derives power from the user’s foot impact while walking. In [18], Kumar et al. 
developed and modeled an industrial robot inside the virtual environment to explain the end-effector 
trajectory using forward kinematics. In [3], Su et al. introduced an integrated mapping of motion and 
visualization technique for the immersive and intuitive telemanipulation of robotic arm-hand systems 
based on a mixed reality subspace method. 

2.1.3. Technical bottleneck and challenges for human-robot interaction 

For human-robot interaction, a crucial technical bottleneck still exists. Currently, robots cannot 
completely replace human work. The most modern autonomous robots have been developed for 
simplicity of use, yet they cannot function without the assistance of their human counterparts. For 
example, one of the most noteworthy ways robots have altered organizations in the face of Covid is 
how robots allow business leaders to precisely analyze performance and KPIs (Key Performance 
Indicators) by providing robotic assistance. These robots are not only able to do laborious chores of 
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cleaning floors, but they can also do so while automatically delivering extensive “proof of work” data 
(Figure 4) in the manner of heatmaps [19], which is really hard to get manually. 

Though there are still many challenges for HRI development, it has a bright future due to the wide 
prospects of application. For instance, the use of autonomous robots in the workforce has brought 
discussion about the various advantages they offer. These intelligent assisting devices have altered the 
ways many organizations function, especially in the post-Covid world, by enhancing productivity and 
ensuring public and employee safety [20]. Also, with the exception of specific contexts, including 
commercial aviation and military systems, where human factors specialists have traditionally 
contributed, design in HRI necessitates substantially larger engagement from the human factors 
community than has previously happened. “Self-driving” automobiles [21] and drones face enormous 
problems in terms of acceptance and safety. The evolution of robots and computers is happening far 
more quickly than that of the human species, which changes relatively slowly. Therefore, it is likely 
that particular HRI results will be proven false soon. The HRI sector appears to be driven more by 
creating and proving what works and inspiring new ideas than by offering thorough and verified 
scientific results. 

 

Figure 4. Illustrations of two examples of AR and VR [22]. 

2.2. Virtual Reality 

2.2.1. Overview of virtual reality 

Virtual reality is a branch of research that tries to provide users with an environment that is similar 
to actual life through devices like smart glasses or head-mounted displays, as shown in Figure 4. Since 
the system is the source of the user’s sensory input, the perception is said to be artificial, synthesized 
or simulated [23]. In most cases, the system used consists of a variety of devices, such as sensors that 
track user activity, computers that analyze that activity and provide output data, displays and other 
tools to enhance reality perception. Developers build a virtual world, which frequently consists of 
spatially ordered objects that are exhibited to the client via sensory displays, in order to create and 
replicate virtual experiences. 
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2.2.2. Development of virtual reality 

Technologies used in virtual reality today are based on concepts that go all the way back to the 
1800s—pretty much the very beginning of widespread practical photography. The View-Expert (a 
stereoscopic vision testing device) in 1939 as well as Heilig’s Sensorama multi-experience theater in 
the 1950s marked the beginning of VR’s repertoire of experiences. In 1968, the primary development 
of head-mounted displays proceeded. Then, decision-makers focused on brilliantly designed 
applications from the 1970s and 1980s. They could create automated VR experiences for the domains 
of medicine, aviation simulation and military training with more contemporary innovation. After 1990, 
shortly after AR became well-known and through computer games, VR penetrated the wider consumer 
market [24]. Since then, VR has evolved to become more dynamically rational and complicated. For 
instance, the haptic response for human-robot interaction is greatly improved in a virtual environment, 
as is shown in Figure 5 [4]. Currently, many doctors utilize headsets or other devices to produce practical 
pictures, sounds and vibrations that reenact a client’s actual presence in a virtual environment [25].  

 

Figure 5. Without the robot moving, the user performs the experimental task in unison [4]. 

2.2.3. Virtual reality hardware 

Virtual reality hardware includes a variety of devices and equipment that are used to create and 
experience VR environments. One of the most important pieces of hardware is the head-mounted 
display (HMD), which is worn on the head like a headset and contains a screen that displays the VR 
environment. Additionally, hand-held controllers such as Oculus Touch, Vive wands or PS move 
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controllers are also used to interact with the virtual environment. Some VR systems also include 
additional equipment such as room-scale sensors, which track the user’s movements and help to create 
a more immersive experience. Other VR systems use external cameras like the ones in the PlayStation 
VR to track the position of the headset, while some others rely on inside-out tracking, which uses 
cameras built into the headset itself. Additionally, some VR systems also use haptic feedback 
technology to simulate touch and provide a more realistic experience.  

Overall, the hardware required for VR can vary depending on the type of system and the intended 
use, but it generally includes a combination of head-mounted displays controllers, and tracking equipment. 

2.2.4. Types of virtual reality 

There are two main types of virtual reality: immersive and non-immersive. Immersive VR is a 
fully-enclosed, computer-generated environment that completely surrounds the user, blocking out the 
real world and creating a sense of presence in the virtual environment. This type of VR is typically 
achieved through the use of head-mounted displays (HMDs) and other equipment such as hand-held 
controllers, room-scale sensors or haptic feedback technology. Examples of immersive VR include the 
Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and PlayStation VR. Non-immersive VR, on the other hand, is a less-immersive 
experience that typically uses a computer monitor or other display to present a VR environment. Users 
may interact with the virtual environment using a keyboard, mouse or other input device, but they do 
not wear a head-mounted display or other equipment. Non-immersive VR can be used for a variety of 
purposes such as education, training or design visualization. Examples of non-immersive VR include 
Google Street View and Google Earth. 

2.2.5. Applications of virtual reality 

 

Figure 6. Application of VR on pain reduction and cerebral blood flow [26]. 
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VR technology offers economic potential, and businesses are looking at novel strategies due to 
the falling costs of software and hardware, together with the variety of applications. Immersive 
technology usage is increasing in a variety of fields, including education [27–29], healthcare [28,30,31] 
and construction [32,33]. The application of VR in healthcare is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 7. Cycling through 360° VR tourism [35]. 

Virtual reality is a novel medium with previously unimagined potential for communication and 
teaching, among other things. It offers considerable promise for building applications for daily aid and 
support, notably for schools and the elderly. The medical sector has collaborated with VR businesses 
to develop tests to evaluate the brain activity of elderly people [35]. Such examinations can assist 
assess a senior’s cognitive ability as well as motoric performance. VR systems, for example, have been 
employed to detect early signs of Alzheimer’s disease [36]. Elders are assessed to gauge how 
effectively they reorient themselves in a new setting. This technique is being used by scientists to 
investigate balancing difficulties. Once these difficulties are identified, the family can implement 
actions to help avoid accidents in the home. In recent years, VR cycling, as shown in Figure 7, has also 
been a prominent topic [37]. A stationary bike, sensor package and headset are needed. By activating 
the competition mode, the user may even define training parameters like time, distance or competitions. 

An individual utilizing VR hardware can check out the simulated environment, turn around and 
cooperate with virtual elements [38]. The impact is normally made by VR headsets comprising a head-
mounted display with a little screen before the eyes, yet it can likewise be made through exceptionally 
planned rooms with numerous enormous screens. VR ordinarily consolidates hearable and video 
feedback yet may permit different kinds of tangible and force inputs through haptic innovation. VR is 
a recreated experience that can be similar to or different from this present reality. Other distinctive 
kinds of VR-style innovation incorporate AR and XR. Listed below are some latest technological 
applications of VR. 
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Figure 8. VR game for landmine victims’ physical and emotional rehabilitation [39]. 

Virtual reality is gaining popularity in rehabilitation medicine for the treatment of cognitive and 
neurological problems [40] as well as physiotherapy [41]. The surgeon may direct the robotic arm’s 
motions using virtual reality [42], especially for small, delicate movements that would be challenging 
for a human surgeon to execute. Remote telesurgery, in which the sufferer is treated by a doctor in a 
separate place, is another use [43]. Moreover, virtual reality may facilitate a patient’s mobility and help 
them exercise (as demonstrated in Figure 8), something physical therapy cannot [44]. The main reason 
for this is that patients in a simulated environment are totally immersed in the reality created by the 
virtual world. This is the reason why, unlike in physical therapy, they do not focus as much on the 
experience of bodily pain. 

3. Latest application areas of virtual reality  

This section offers a brief introduction of the latest application areas as well as applications of 
virtual reality and presents the connection of each application area with human-robot interaction. 
Specifically, six major application areas will be mentioned, including virtual reality aided design, VR 
goggles, driving simulation, medicine, education and virtual machining. 

3.1. Virtual reality aided design (VRAD) 

Virtual reality aided design (VRAD) is a concept that is superior to traditional CAx design in that 
it provides 3D virtual space at all stages of design. In a broad sense, it ranges from 2D drafting and 
drawing to 3D modeling, which will be discussed down below. 

2D drafting and drawing is the process of creating and editing technical drawings, as well as 
annotating designs [45]. During this process, landscaping layouts, floor plans, building inspection 
plans, together with building permit drawings, are developed by drafters using computer-aided design, 
and the process is shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, it gives various perspectives on objects: for example, 
the front view, the top view, the sides view and so on. Presently, a few programs are accessible for 2D 
drafting: for example, AUTO computer-aided design, DRAFTSIGHT, AUTODESK, AUTODESK 
Innovator, DELTA CAD, DESIGN CAD, DOUBLE CAB and so on. 
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Figure 9. Enscape VR interfaces: (a) teleport, (b) fly vs. walk, (c) teleport to certain spots, (d) 
map of scene, (e) screen capturing, (f) interconnection with Revit and (g) change daytime [5].  

3D modeling is the act of using specific software to create a mathematical representation of the 
surface of an item in 3 dimensions by manipulating vertices, edges and polygons in a simulated three-
dimensional space [46]. Its product is called a 3D model. A 3D model can alternatively be shown as a 
two-dimensional image using a technique known as 3D rendering, or it can be utilized in a computer 
simulation of physical events. 3D modeling software is employed to create 3D models. Specific 
programs in this category, such as SketchUp, are referred to as modeling apps. Rapid advancements in 
digital graphics and computer power over the previous two decades have made possible a new 
generation of 3-dimensional virtual resources, which exceed the constraints of more conventional 2-
dimensional materials [47]. Numerous immersive 3D visualization technologies are available now for 
tasks, including studying neuroanatomy, modeling surgical procedures and organizing surgical 
treatments using patient-specific models. 

When VR-aided design and HRI are combined, it can allow for the use of robots to physically 
interact with and manipulate virtual models in a VR environment, providing an even more realistic 
and intuitive design experience. This can be useful in fields such as architecture, engineering and 
industrial design. Currently, a combination of VR-aided design and HRI remains to be explored. 
However, tons of research has been done on the connection between augmented reality and human-
robot collaboration.  

3.2. VR goggles 

VR glasses or goggles, as shown in Figure 10, are gaining popularity in the entertainment and 
gaming industries. They are lightweight and more convenient to wear than traditional head mounted 
displays, and many comprise a variety of interactive devices [50]. These glasses function similarly to 3D 
goggles because they present two pictures. Ordinary glasses display a single picture, but VR goggles 
use polarized lenses to display two images, one for each eye. 
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Figure 10. The use of VR goggles in human-robot interaction [2]. 

More sophisticated variants of these glasses include head tracking systems. It is linked to a laptop, 
which transmits signals to alter the visuals viewed by the user as they move about their surroundings. 
These glasses allow the user to view 3D pictures that provide the perception of illusion of depth, as 
demonstrated in Figure 11. For example, if the user is utilizing VR for architectural reasons, they will 
be capable of seeing a structure from various angles and travel around or through it. 

With the development of VR and robotic technologies, VR glasses are increasingly crucial in 
facilitating HRI. Cetin talked about potential uses for robotic technology and smart glasses in banking 
activities in [51]. In [52], Hachaj presented a head motion-based robot control system utilizing VR 
glasses, which was developed using a variety of cutting-edge software and hardware technologies. It 
turns out that VR goggles are conducive to controlling robots in human-robot interaction, making more 
advanced human-robot cooperation possible. 

 

Figure 11. Robot-assisted gait training [26]. 
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3.3. Driving Simulation  

The capacity to construct driving simulations that allow users to be put in dangerous driving 
situations without actual danger is a main use of VR simulations within the automotive sector as well 
as for driving instruction [53]. Driving simulators can be helpful for a variety of purposes, such as 
gathering data about driving behaviors or instructing rookie drivers in a setting with low stress. Young 
or inexperienced drivers could be trained via VR driving simulators, as shown in Figure 12, which can 
also help them learn from their errors or identify problematic driving behaviors that need to be changed. 
In a simulation, drivers can be put inside a virtual car in a setting that resembles a metropolis, and their 
behaviors can be watched and videotaped to later review for any problems or errors or to determine 
whether drivers made the right choices in a particular circumstance [54]. Motorists may learn from 
their errors and receive advice on how to behave better in real-world driving situations after completing 
the exercise. These driving simulations may also be helpful for young drivers with neurodevelopmental 
conditions like autism spectrum disorder who often have trouble learning in an unrestricted setting [55]. 

 

Figure 12. Test subject using a driving steering wheel and 3D VR headset [56]. 

The ability to gather actual data as to how users respond to various events while driving in a 
simulated environment is another purpose for VR driving simulators. With VR simulations continually 
offering options for secure and effective data collection as well as user testing, autonomous vehicles 
(AV) will remain a developing area of technology [57]. Building trust between drivers and autonomous 
cars and knowing how to lessen the mistrust most users have are major problems in the area [58]. Users 
must be able to trust the AV in order for drivers to gain control when necessary. In light of this, placing 
motorists in a virtual world where they interact with the vehicles may provide a significant quantity of 
data on how users act in that environment while also guaranteeing that they are at ease and can become 
used to operating an AV [59]. Though much attention has been focused on VR driving simulation, the 
combination of VR and robotic technologies is still an unexplored field. 
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3.4. Medicine 

 

Figure 13. Application of augmented reality in medical practice [60]. 

The first application of VR in healthcare took place in the early 1990s, with the use of VR to 
visualize complex medical data during surgery and to preoperatively plan surgical procedures [61]. 
Many scientists now portray VR as a computer-generated, three-dimensional representation of the 
actual world where groups of real people may interact, develop goods and services and generate actual 
financial value through online commerce [62]. When force-feedback haptic devices are used, haptic 
technology may be integrated to virtual reality to create a more realistic simulation. By exerting 
pressure, creating vibrations or moving objects on the users, haptic technology simulates the tactile 
experience. It is crucial to acquire a complete understanding of the bony structures of the surgery target 
before doing any actual surgery [63]. This issue is crucial in plastic surgery since the majority of 
clinical outcomes are directly related to the patient’s outward look. As visual effects and sensor 
technology have advanced, VR and AR have emerged as technologies that may open up new avenues 
for the advancement of the diagnostic and surgical methods applied in cosmetic surgery and plastic 
surgery. Moreover, VR and AR technologies may provide medical curriculum and necessary training 
for medical students in an authentic but safe environment, as shown in Figure 13. 

The sudden onset of the pandemic has caused widespread disruptions in healthcare training and 
education for residents and medical students around the world, including a decline in surgical 
treatments and a switch to conservative methods, as well as limitations on physical attendance at 
conferences and workshops, whenever possible [64]. As a result, the application of computer 
technology to sustain medical education and care is being adopted more quickly and creatively than 
ever before in order to comply with social distance rules. The use of extended reality (XR) within 
digital transformation modalities is advancing quickly in the sphere of medical education. Because XR 
is computer-based, it enables learning practices that are not feasible in the actual world [65]. 
Consequently, medical education has to be modified. The progress of science and technology, shifts in 
society and students, and new educational demands and requirements all require that medical education 
be modified. For resident doctors and medical students, who are referred to as digital natives, it is 
becoming necessary in medical training to provide a highly immersive and interactive teaching 
experience and learning environment employing immersive technology with XR techniques [66].  
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Virtual reality is closely related to human-robot interaction and collaboration, especially in robotic 
surgery. Bric and colleagues conducted a review of the literature on the use of virtual reality simulation 
to learn robotic surgical techniques using the da Vinci Surgical System in [67]. In [68], Moglia et al. 
conducted research on the usefulness of virtual simulation training in robotic surgery. Lee and Lee 
studied how far trainees got with a contemporary VR simulator for self-learning and if extra 
mentorship improved skill learning, skill transfer and cognitive burdens in robotic surgical simulation 
training in [69]. In the future, it is expected that VR will play a more crucial role in robotic surgery. 

3.5. Education 

Virtual reality has extended the boundaries of education [70]. Allowing for a 3D perspective of 
educational information strengthens the learning process, which often results in higher grades and 
greater application of knowledge in practice. Specifically, VR assists pupils in better understanding 
lectures and detecting errors that they might otherwise overlook. Furthermore, conventional 
pedagogies are plain, uncomplicated and rather dull. Introducing some technology into the mix totally 
changes the experience. VR and education are thus a winning combination, and the process is indicated 
in Figure 14. 

The usage of VR in education has been shown to be able to promote higher level thinking, student 
engagement and interest [71], information acquisition [72] and cognitive habits and comprehension 
that are typically beneficial in an academic sense. 

 

Figure 14. Programming robotic manipulators using a cheap immersive VR system [73]. 

However, VR still has its drawbacks in the usage in education. One prominent problem is 
addiction. VR, like other technology products, may be seductive, and more pupils may succumb to the 
lure of addiction. If a student believes that what they are seeing in the simulated world is superior to 
reality, they will spend time on it all day, and consequently, their studies are delayed. 

Virtual reality can be combined with human-robot interaction in many areas, especially in 
education. Eliahu and colleagues reviewed contemporary AR and VR concepts and their applicability 
to robot-assisted spine surgery [74]. Lo et al. in [75] created a series of virtual reality human-robot 
interaction technology acceptance models for studying direct current and alternating current, with the 
goal of immersing students in the generation, existence and flow of electricity using VR technology. 
Chen et al. developed an application system that uses robots to train English-language local guides. It 
used the AI Unity plug-in for coding to create material for tours and an immersive 3D environment 
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utilizing AI and VR technology in [76]. The latest research listed above demonstrates a close 
combination of VR and robotic technologies. 

3.6. Virtual Machining 

The process of utilizing computers to model and simulate the operation of machine tools for part 
production is known as virtual machining [77]. In VR systems, such activity simulates the behavior 
and mistakes of a real world. This can give beneficial methods for manufacturing items that do not 
require physical testing on the shop floor. Accordingly, cost and time spent in part production can 
be reduced. 

Virtual machining has several advantages in production. For instance, simulated machining in 
virtual settings identifies problems without wasting resources, damaging machine equipment or 
endangering employees’ safety, as is proposed in [78]. Moreover, virtual inspection systems such as 
surface finish, surface metrology and waviness can be applied to the simulated parts in virtual 
environments to increase accuracy, as is shown in [79]. The virtual machining system may also be 
utilized in the process planning of machining operations by taking into account the most appropriate 
steps of machining operations in terms of time and cost of component manufacturing [80]. 

Virtual machining can be combined with human-robot interaction in many ways. Slavkovic et al. 
presented a sophisticated virtual robot machining model as part of a digital twin for the modeling of a 
changed tool path provided by the compensation algorithm for cutting force mistakes caused by robot 
compliance in [81]. Nilsson et al. suggested a proposal for virtual machine vision utilizing RobCad, a 
commercial computer aided robotics package [82]. Zivanovic et al. provided a way for implementing 
a new programming technique on the STEP-NC standard in machining operations utilizing various 
computer numerical control machines and robots. These applications indicate that human-robot 
interaction is becoming an inseparable part in virtual machining. 

4. Recent advancement of VR applications in human-robot interaction  

Virtual reality has arisen as a new method of improving human-robot interaction. A growing 
number of researchers in HRI have recently revealed how VR facilitates improved interactions 
between humans and robots. Specifically, great emphasis has been put on medicine, education and 
industry when it comes to the combination of VR and HRI. From the three major application areas, we 
will dig into several hot issues the world is facing and summarize how VR applications in HRI help to 
fix them. 

4.1. Virtual reality application in robot-assisted surgery 

Tons of research has been done by scholars on the application of virtual reality in the medical 
area, especially in robotic surgery, also called robot-assisted surgery. This part reviews the latest 
articles relating to the use of VR in robotic surgery and sees how they are combined in practice. 

With technologies like robots, advanced image guiding, augmented reality, virtual reality and 
artificial intelligence striving to influence the future of spine surgery, surgical innovation is at an all-
time high. Eliahu and colleagues reviewed contemporary virtual reality concepts and their potential in 
robot-assisted spine surgery in [75]. Chen et al. in [83] suggested a virtual and real registration strategy 
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based on enhanced identification as well as a robot-assisted method to enhance the precision of virtual 
and real registration, as shown in Figure 15. It turns out that a new layer of information for real-time 
intraoperative feedback, preoperative planning and trainee education is added when augmented and 
virtual reality are combined with existing image-guidance systems and robots. 

 

Figure 15. Use of virtual reality to control medical robot [85]. 

In [84], An interactive tablet-based augmented reality surgical guiding system with a Kinect 
sensor for 3D localization of the patient’s skeletal architecture and perioperative 3D navigation for the 
surgical instrument was proposed by Wen and his colleagues. They showed that the technology could 
deliver mobile augmented guidance and interactivity for surgical tool navigation.  

The use of simulation in surgical training has become more and more important. In [85], Lefor 
developed a virtual reality simulator for training in robot-assisted liver surgery that would provide 
kinematic data for further analysis and development. In order to collect kinematic data for additional 
analysis and development, simulation may be a useful tool. This is the first procedural simulator for 
liver surgery, and it offers kinematic data in a common format to make future research and development 
easier. The simulator will continually evolve, and future versions may include interchangeable tools, 
such as stapling devices, and the expansion of the simulated liver to the right lobe may be possible. 

For robot-assisted interventional surgery, Shi in [86] created a cutting-edge virtual reality 
interventional training system. The master side and the VR simulator are the two components of this 
system. They completed the catheter interface simulation and virtual force feedback for the suggested 
virtual reality interventional training system. According to the results of the experiments, the haptic 
force interface can supply exact force to the operator, and the motion precision is sufficient for robot-
assisted interventional surgery.  

In [87], Berges et al. investigated the relationship between trainee performance in virtual reality 
simulation, overall intraoperative performance during robotic-assisted laparoscopic hysterectomy 
operations and suturing performance during the case’s vaginal cuff closure component. The study’s 
findings highlight the importance of developing intraoperative evaluation tools that can differentiate 
between various but similar skill levels. 

The above research shows the benefits of using virtual reality in robotic surgery, that is, improving 
the surgical field view of doctors and reducing errors brought by negligence. Also, virtual reality 
creates a perfect simulation of robotic surgery through which medical students, trainees and surgeons 
are likely to enhance their performance in practice. 
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4.2.  Combination of VR and HRI in the time of COVID-19  

Sanitation and healthcare professionals around the nation are risking their lives to perform their 
duties during the present COVID-19 pandemic. Robotics and virtual reality can reduce many of the 
problems caused by the epidemic, and this possibility is becoming more and more important in academia. 

Global healthcare delivery has been significantly disrupted by the COVID-19 epidemic. There 
has not been any research done on the probable decline in surgical abilities during the epidemic and 
this surgical hiatus. In [88], Der et al. carried out a study where surgeons underwent a series of robotic 
virtual reality workouts both before and after a required 6-week surgical break to close the gap. The 
VR sessions were performed by 16 surgeons before and after the COVID-19 shutdown, and the 
researchers gathered thorough surgical performance data in a controlled setting before and after. The 
results showed that the success of suturing is related to the long-term restoration of urine continence 
following robotic prostatectomy. Here, they assessed the decline in suturing ability caused by the 
COVID-19 outage. 

The pandemic’s effects are driving the hotel sector’s recent growth in automation and the use of 
service robots. Parvez et al. in [89] looked at how service workers felt about service robots. Structural 
equation modeling was used to evaluate data collected from 405 service workers in the United States 
of America via Amazon’s MTurk service. The findings showed that service workers’ perceptions of 
robot-induced unemployment are strongly influenced by how socially adept robots are seen to be.  

The obstacles to providing care to elderly people with developmental disabilities include those 
relating to companionship, medication intake and fall monitoring, among other things. The creation of 
a VR robot simulator for a socially assistive mobile robot designed to aid the elderly and individuals 
with developmental disabilities in achieving a better level of independence was suggested by Alves et 
al. in [90]. Their findings show that the virtual sensor has detection capabilities comparable to those 
of the genuine sensor, confirming that the simulated data may be used for testing in the real world.  

In [91], Fujihara and Ukimura look into the influence of virtual reality technology on urological 
procedures, especially in the treatment of prostate and kidney cancer. It turns out that VR technologies 
are being used more and more in the diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer, including targeted 
focused therapy, robot-assisted radical prostatectomy, surgical training using a simulator and magnetic 
resonance imaging/ultrasound fusion biopsy. 

In the context of COVID-19, serious games have been created for virtual reality settings as a way 
to make therapy more effective and entertaining. Along with these rehabilitation activities, robotic 
devices have been used to assist the user in doing exercise actions. In [92], Villamizar et al. 
momentarily presented a mechanical gadget for lower leg recovery and the control conspire, showing 
the improvement of a VR experience hustling game. It was also found that the VR application has to 
be updated to include more elements that can increase user immersion and lower the likelihood of 
motion sickness, such as first-person views with the usage of cockpits as rest frames. 

The present system of surgical training requires that beginning surgeons take certain classes, see 
some procedures and perform their first surgeries under the close supervision of an experienced 
surgeon. Due to the necessity of physical contact during this kind of medical training, all parties 
engaged, including both beginner and experienced surgeons, run the danger of contracting a virus. In 
order to lessen physical contact in medical facilities during the COVID-19 pandemic and other crises, 
Motaharifar et al. in [93] reviewed recent technological advancements as well as new fields in which 
assistive technologies might offer a workable solution. It has been found that the danger of infection 
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is lower with haptic-based collaboration than it is with standard collaboration approaches since it does 
not call for physical touch between the participants.  

It is envisaged that the COVID-19 crisis will generate enough drive for these cutting-edge medical 
teaching techniques to steadily boost their uptake among medical campuses, and the advantages of 
combining VR and HRI will be further explored and studied. 

4.3. Virtual reality human–robot interaction applications in education and training 

For robotic surgery, VR can play a crucial role in demonstrating the surgical process and teaching 
trainees. The function of virtual reality to provide data in the teaching and training process in other 
fields related to HRI has also been widely studied.  

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, schools and colleges are working harder to make 
the most of educational resources and offer opportunities for distance learning. Many novel approaches, 
such as virtual reality, extended reality and human-robot interaction are brought up. In [94], Sanfilippo 
suggested a novel approach to multi-sensory learning in STEM education by combining VR and XR 
with haptic wearables. The suggested haptic-enabled framework appears to increase student 
engagement and the sense of presence, according to the results. In [95], Shahab et al. investigated the 
potential of implementing virtual music education for children with autism in treatment/research 
facilities without any need to buy a robot, offering the ability to deliver schedules on a greater scale 
and at a reduced cost. The small number of participants was the study’s primary drawback, and there 
were some issues with the choice of appropriate research subjects. 

The major virtual acupuncture techniques now in use do not permit operators to naturally engage 
in a wide space. To fill the gap, Du et al. in [96] proposed a portable regular human-robot connection 
interface for virtual Chinese needle therapy education, including a programmed hand following 
technique and a needle therapy cooperation strategy joining vision and power feedback. From the 
perspective of interaction, the proposed strategy was shown to be more natural and effective in the 
virtual acupuncture teaching environment. This technique allows the operators to feel more immersed. 

In [76], Lo and his fellow scholars have developed a model for acceptance of VR HRI technology 
that aims to use VR to immerse students in the generation, existence and flow of electricity. The results 
show that the adoption of the model offers a high degree of comprehension and interaction. Because 
the goal of this study was to build a technology acceptance model which suited secondary school 
students’ learning habits and curriculum, the development and creation of these materials needed a 
significant amount of effort. Therefore, more attention should be invested in the future in improving 
the technology acceptance model. 

Kim et al. utilized the training system and found potential beneficial effects in characterizing the 
brain activation patterns in [97], and the process is shown in Figure 16. As part of the procedure, the 
participants saw a VR film of robotic action to help them with their motor imagery of reaching motion. 
The recommended training approach could aid in brain activity optimization and adaptability, allowing 
the BMI to eventually serve realistically as an assistive tool. 
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Figure 16. Machine interface training system for robotic arm control [97]. 

Szafir presents a robot interface that stresses the need to consider information perception for 
supporting examination and dynamic cycles in [98]. His work advocates for the necessity of more 
interaction between visualization and HRI. Such interdisciplinary cooperation will result in mutually 
beneficial innovations that support the development of data-centric HRI interfaces for more effective 
processing of enormous amounts of information generated by robots. 

Modern robotics education has benefited from using virtual reality experiences to teach concepts. 
Naceri et al. studied depth perception in action space, as shown in Figure 17, while keeping the target 
item’s angular size fixed in [99]. This was accomplished by making the target item physically larger 
as the distance between it and the viewer grew. 

 

Figure 17. Depth discrimination of constant angular size stimuli in action space [99]. 
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Immersive virtual reality and socially assistive robots are interactive platforms that foster user 
involvement, which can encourage users to follow therapeutic frameworks. 

Cohavi et al. delivered a cognitive training by adapting immersive virtual reality (iVR)  and 
socially assistive robots (SARs) in [100]. The global COVID-19 epidemic prevents older persons from 
accessing community-based cognitive training. Hence, it is crucial to implement home-based training 
methods that will keep them interested and motivated over time. 

One of the biggest challenges for education is the growing gap between the demand for 
knowledge and the availability of schooling, and the combination of virtual reality and robots is 
narrowing the gap. Agüero et al. demonstrated the software framework developed to enable cloud-
hosted robot simulation [101]. This framework addresses the challenges of managing the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency’s Virtual Robotics Challenge, a task-oriented and real-time robot 
competition that aims to mimic reality. Samuels and Haapasalo explored the topic of improving 
mathematics instruction through educational robotics kits and virtual robotic animations by advocating 
their simultaneous deployment during the transition from middle school to university [102]. This 
method could also be a good complement to more conventional classroom teaching and learning 
methods. It is hoped that this would improve students’ attitudes about their present and future 
mathematical studies and better prepare them for careers in the field. In [103], Alsoliman investigated 
the experiences of eighth-grade pupils and their instructors in 5 distinct K-12 schools which have 
already formally introduced physical robotics into STEM (science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics) teaching. It is crucial to draw attention to the dearth of empirical research investigating 
and evaluating the effects of virtual robotics on STEM or its effects on students’ future interests, 
fulfilment and career choices. Virtual robotics’ application to enhance STEM-related knowledge and 
abilities has not yet been subject to studies incorporating the quantitative evaluation of empirical 
efficacy. Based on the research, we find that virtual robotics can be used in tandem with a physical 
robot to assist students to build confidence in repetitive programming, raise enthusiasm for educational 
robotics and give instructors a very flexible teaching alternative in the future. 

4.4. Applications of VR and HRI in smart manufacturing 

Virtual reality serves as an efficient tool in smart manufacturing and virtual machining, as it can 
simulate human-robot collaboration in a cheap and safe way, and numerous papers that relate virtual 
reality, industry 4.0 and robots have been proposed in recent years.  

Humans could work with collaborative robots to complete boring, hazardous or otherwise risky 
activities. The safety and comfort of human operators, however, significantly restrict the interaction 
between people and robots. This issue may be resolved by combining VR and cobots together. Sergi 
Badia et al. provide a review on virtual reality in the simulation of a collaboration environment and 
the employment of cobot digital twins [104]. The findings of the paper show that VR has the potential 
to alter how cobots are developed, tested and trained in a variety of settings, from business to healthcare 
to space missions. In [105], Palmieri and his coworkers provided details of a VR application that they 
used to test a collision prevention control method they had created for the redundant cooperative robot 
KUKA iiwa LBR. Future developments could include the creation of more accurate workstation 
models based on actual industrial test scenarios, along with the incorporation of motion capture 
systems or external optical sensors to precisely digitize the operator’s movements to increase the 
system’s perceptual capability. 
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In an effort to keep up with market changes, industries have developed hybrid human robot 
collaborative stations that offer quick throughput speeds as well as the flexibility to do a variety of 
jobs in an effort to keep up with market changes. The idea put forth by Togias et al. in [106] describes 
a teleoperation-based approach for the process design and control of industrial robots using virtual 
reality. The primary goal is to minimize the time and effort needed to repurpose the robot operation 
without the actual physical presence of a robot operator on the production floor. 

ROS Reality, a VR teleoperation package, was created by Rosen et al. in [107]. They talked about 
how the package enables an ROS-networked robot, like Baxter from Rethink Robotics, to bilaterally 
connect with an HTC Vive via the Unity game engine over the Internet. 

The difficulties in collaboration between human operators and industrial robots for assembly 
activities were examined by Papanastasiou et al. in [108] with an emphasis on safety and streamlined 
interaction. A case study incorporating perceptual technologies for the robot and wearables employed 
by the operator was presented. 

Although industry and academia are rapidly adopting the new paradigm of integrating robots and 
people in hybrid production systems, there are still no effective ways to program such robotic cells. 
In [109], Makris developed the idea of creating dual-arm robot motion by emulating human behavior 
in a virtual setting to bridge the gap. MATLAB is used to implement the suggested approach on a 
software tool. 

In [110], Simões et al. presented a thorough writing survey on planning human-robot 
collaboration work areas for people and robots in modern settings. The study indicates the necessity 
of an integrated, interdisciplinary approach to collaborative workplace design to optimize human 
involvement in the decision-making process and to foster well-being and high standards of work. 

Dianatfar and his kindred associates in [111] surveyed the ongoing status of virtual and expanded 
reality arrangements in human-robot collaboration (HRC) with meta-examination and feature missing 
components. The review shows that a more authentic setting for users to comprehend instructions and 
ambient circumstances might be provided by advancements in VR and AR technology. These 
technologies could be used for real-world and industrial scenarios. Future initiatives could concentrate 
on taking users’ safety into account. Further research is required on how different industrial jobs 
interact with larger robots. 

 

Figure 18. An eye-gaze-guided active immersive UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) camera [112]. 

The gaze input modality has proven a simple and challenging human-computer interaction 
technique for a variety of applications in the past. A revolutionary immersive eye-gaze-guided camera 
(seen in Figure 18) which can smoothly direct the motions of a camera placed on an unmanned aerial 
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vehicle from the eye-gaze of a distant user has been proposed by BN et al. in [112]. The camera’s video 
feed is relayed onto a head-mounted display equipped with a pair of binocular eye trackers. In order 
to assess the suggested framework, user research was done by taking into account the static and moving 
targets in a 3D space. The suggested GazeGuide outperformed the remote controller substantially, 
according to the quantitative and qualitative findings. 

In [113] Higgins and his scientists explain how to use HRI in VR to instruct a robot. The ultimate 
objective of this endeavor is to increase their capacity to collect data from various groups and in various 
settings. They do this by developing VR settings where a person may instruct a robot about items using 
simulated perceptual data as well as language and gestures. Simulators for VR make it possible to test 
engineering systems and robotic solutions in secure settings. To this end, VR simulators must execute 
algorithms in real time to properly mimic the predicted behavior of real-world processes. 

In [114], Bustamante et al. set out to find a good OpenCV setup for processing photographs from 
a Unity-created virtual unmanned aerial aircraft. In order to avoid potential pitfalls like delays and 
bottlenecks, the concentration was on comparing two methods of integrating video processing. The 
investigation proved that using the Python module in parallel does not cause the Unity main thread to 
become overloaded and that it performs better than the C++ plugin in real-time simulation. 

In [115], Hjorth et al. looked at the scene of human-robot cooperative disassembly and surveyed 
the advancement in the field. It was discovered that the majority of the currently conducted applied 
research on industrial automated disassembly systems is concentrated on consumer electronics (i.e., 
TVs and smartphones). Destructive operations are frequently used by many of these systems in an 
effort to separate sub-assemblies and components for remanufacturing purposes, which leads to 
ineffective procedures. 

In [8], Gallala et al. presented a utilization case situation of the proposed strategy utilizing 
Microsoft Hololens 2 and the KUKA IIWA collaborative robot. The results showed that even with 
operators who lack programming experience, effective human-robot interactions are still achievable 
employing these cutting-edge technologies. 

Testing human-robot interaction (HRI) underwater is challenging for a number of reasons, 
including the operator’s inconsistent access to bodies of water and the risks involved in submerging a 
test subject. Virtual reality is seen to be an effective technology for submerging users in a virtual 
environment and enabling interaction. In [116], Rana planned a VR framework for testing human-
robot communication conventions for submerged robots to guarantee protected and effective human-
machine cooperation. Cruz and colleagues demonstrated a human-robot interface module that 
incorporates VR technology in [117]. They witnessed the development and testing of an immersive 
VR interface to a simulated underwater vehicle as part of the TWINBOT project. Users prefer this 
style of interface to alternatives that are more difficult to learn and use, as predicted. To improve the 
learning process, they need to update the interface manual and the VR video to make the hardware 
easier to comprehend. 

As virtual reality becomes more common, there is a chance to use it to construct intuitive operator 
interfaces for interacting with complicated dynamic systems such as humanoid robots. In [118], 
Wonsick and Padır presented the process of transforming a traditional interface into a VR interface for 
NASA’s Valkyrie humanoid robot. Descriptions of both interfaces have been offered, with an emphasis 
on the interaction methods used by each and how exploiting the 3D world VR offers can benefit 
operators over regular 2D displays. Future work will entail additional enhancement of the VR interface 
as well as user research in order to progress toward more natural and user-friendly interfaces for HRI. 
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HRI research necessitates careful consideration of experimental design and a large amount of 
time spent practicing the subject experiment. Recent VR technology can overcome these time and 
effort issues. In [119], Inamura and Mizuchi proposed an exploration stage that can ultimately give the 
components expected for HRI research by coordinating VR and cloud advancements. This study 
addressed four major challenges: lowering the cost of experimental environment design, providing 
participants with the same experimental settings, reproducing previous experiences and developing a 
basic system for the intuitive interface of robot teleoperations. In a complicated actual environment, 
future intelligent robots will be expected to demonstrate profound social behaviors. As a result, a 
dataset for learning social behaviors and assessing competence should be created. 

In [120], Prati et al. presented a coordinated methodology for the plan of human-robot cooperative 
workstations on modern shop floors. The suggested method has been used in two real-world industrial 
case studies, one involving the design of an intense warehousing and the other involving the design of 
a collaborative assembly workstation for the automobile sector. Future research will be conducted in 
order to improve the technique and propose one that is more specific, supported by data and 
experimental findings and incorporating larger user samples. This step will enable the suggested 
technique to be applied practically to the design of actual industrial environments. 

From the papers listed, we may conclude that virtual reality is being employed to enhance the 
control of robots, not only in medical practice, education and manufacturing but also in many other 
areas. Within the context of COVID-19, there is a growing need for virtual reality combined with 
robots to replace human labor, and the influence of these technologies will continue to expand. 

5. Discussion 

Virtual reality is an advanced technology that can generate virtual environments to simulate the 
real world or to visualize phenomena invisible to the human eye. Researchers are now able to 
substantially integrate mixed reality into human-robot interaction as a result of recent developments in 
augmented and virtual reality, which have considerably expanded the range of what is conceivable in 
mixed reality settings [121]. By reviewing over one hundred papers on virtual reality applications in 
human-robot interaction, we have summarized eight key advantages for VR innovations. 

1). Immersive experience: Virtual reality technology can be used to create an immersive 
experience for users interacting with robots in a manufacturing or assembly line setting. For example, 
a virtual reality simulation can be created to simulate the assembly of a car, allowing users to assemble 
the car in a virtual environment before working with the real car. 

2). Remote interaction: Virtual reality technology can be used to enable remote interaction with 
robots in different locations. It allows an operator in one location to remotely control a robot in another 
location, enabling the operator to interact with the robot and complete tasks remotely. 

3). Increased safety: Virtual reality simulations can be used to train users on how to safely interact 
with robots, reducing the risk of accidents and injuries. For instance, a virtual reality simulation may 
be developed to teach users how to interact securely with the robots in a dangerous setting, such as a 
nuclear power plant. 

4). Cost-effectiveness: Virtual reality simulations can be a cost-effective alternative to training 
with real robots. They can be used to train surgeons on a new surgical procedure, allowing them to 
practice the procedure in a virtual environment before performing it on a real patient. 

5). Realistic training: Virtual reality simulations can provide realistic training environments that 
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closely replicate real-world conditions. They can simulate a search-and-rescue operation, allowing 
users to practice navigating difficult terrain and interacting with search-and-rescue robots in a realistic 
environment. 

6). Improved communication: Virtual reality technology can be employed to improve 
communication between human and robots. It allows users to interact with a robot using natural 
gestures and movements, such as pointing or nodding. 

7). Emotional interaction: Virtual reality technology can be used to create emotional interactions 
between human and robots. For example, a virtual environment can be generated to simulate a 
conversation between a human and a robot, where users can interact with the robot in a way that is 
emotionally engaging. 

8). Customizable: Virtual reality simulations can be customized to suit the needs of different users 
and tasks. For example, a virtual reality simulation can be used to train a particular skill, such as 
welding or painting, and customized to match the specific tools and equipment that the user will be 
using in the real-world scenario. 

Nevertheless, there are still many challenges for virtual reality to be fully applied in intelligent 
manufacturing, with seven major problems listed down below. 

1). Natural human-robot interaction: One of the main challenges in virtual reality-based human-
robot interaction is to make the interaction as natural as possible. This can be a challenge since the robot 
may not be able to interpret and respond to the user’s actions and movements in the virtual environment. 

2). Realism: Another challenge is to make the virtual reality experience as realistic as possible. 
For example, the robot’s movements and actions should be as realistic as possible, and the virtual 
environment should be as detailed and lifelike as possible. 

3). Safety: Ensuring the safety of the user while they are interacting with the robot in a virtual 
reality environment is also a challenge. The robot should be programmed to stop its movements if it 
detects that the user is in danger or if the user requests it. 

4). User acceptance: Another challenge is to make sure that users are comfortable and willing to 
interact with the robot in a virtual reality environment. This can be achieved by designing the virtual 
environment and the robot’s interactions to be as intuitive and user-friendly as possible. 

5). Technical limitations: There are also technical limitations that can make it difficult to create a 
realistic and natural human-robot interaction in a virtual reality environment. For example, the current 
technology may not be advanced enough to allow for highly detailed virtual environments or highly 
realistic robotic movements. 

6). Latency: Another challenge is to minimize latency between the user’s actions and the robot’s 
response in a virtual reality environment. Latency can cause users to feel disoriented and can make the 
experience less immersive. 

7). Privacy and security: In a virtual reality-based human-robot interaction, it is important to 
ensure the safety and privacy of the user. For example, the robot may have cameras or microphones 
that can collect personal data such as the user’s facial expressions, body movements or spoken words. 
This data could then be shared with third parties without the user’s knowledge or consent. 

By summarizing the benefits and challenges of virtual reality and human-robot interaction, we 
may make a prediction of the future trend of this field. In the future, VR technology is expected to play 
an increasingly significant role in human-robot interaction. VR can provide a more immersive and 
realistic experience for users interacting with robots, allowing for more natural and intuitive 
communication. Additionally, VR can be employed to improve the training and programming of robots 
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by providing them with a virtual environment in which to learn and practice tasks. As robots are getting 
more personalized, interactive and engaging than ever, with the popularization of virtual reality 
innovations, we might be able to foresee the wide adoption of VR in controlling robots to fulfill various 
tasks of hospitals, schools and factories. Specifically, in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, the need 
for a safe working and learning environment will promote the prevalence of VR and HRI. As VR 
technology continues to improve and become more widely adopted, we can expect to see it being used 
more frequently in human-robot interaction, leading to more advanced and sophisticated robots that 
are better able to understand and interact with humans. Hopefully, virtual reality and human-robot 
interaction will become a popular research trend in the medical area and are likely to play a crucial 
role in diagnosis, surgery and rehabilitation. Still, there are some technical problems to be solved. How 
to cope with the technical bottleneck may become the top priority in future works. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper presents the most recent improvements with regard to the VR application in the field 
of human-robot interaction. It sums up how VR technology is utilized to assist human-robot interaction. 
It is found that VR technology is gaining increasing importance in assisting HRI and plays a major 
role in education, manufacturing and surgery. Just as it is for AI and all similar technologies, the same 
goes for VR—it has a lot of benefits and could (when fully developed) be integrated into our everyday 
lives. Specifically, VR can provide a more immersive and intuitive way for humans to interact with 
robots, as it allows users to experience a realistic simulation of the robot’s environment and movements. 
This can make it easier for users to understand and control the robot, as well as to train and test the 
robot’s capabilities. Additionally, VR can also be used to enhance the social interactions between 
humans and robots, making the robots more human-like and easier to communicate with. This can be 
particularly useful in fields such as education, therapy and entertainment. Also, the demand for a safe 
working and learning environment in the face of the COVID-19 epidemic will increase the prevalence 
of VR and HRI. The combination of virtual reality and human-robot interaction, which is projected to 
play a critical role in diagnosis, surgery and rehabilitation, should become a major research trend in 
the medical field, and this research may be helpful for researchers to study the current applications of 
VR in HRI. Still, there are several challenges, such as the need for more advanced VR technologies to 
provide more realistic and immersive experiences, the development of more human-like robot models 
to improve social interactions and the need for better methods of evaluating the effectiveness of VR in 
human-robot interaction. Ensuring that the technology is designed with these considerations in mind 
is crucial for its successful implementation. 
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